
HURLEY v Gubbays CC  Date: 26th Sept 
 
Played at Cavendish Park 
 
Innings of Gubbays 
 
S. Patel  b. Scott Taylor 82 
J. Vishal LBW b. Scott Taylor 38 
Vineet St. Walton b. Scott Taylor 12 
Imran Run Out (Coats) 28 
Mark  b. Wright 14 
Adams c. Scott Taylor b. Hunjan 0 
Shyam Run Out (Williams) 2 
Irfan Run Out (Williams) 4 
Bharat Not Out  0 
    
    
  Extras 19 
  Total 199 
  For 8 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 
D. Wright 7 3 17 1 
P. Hunjan 6 1 16 1 
C. Williams 3 0 24 0 
Steve Taylor 7 0 53 0 
N. Fernando 5 0 22 0 
Scott Taylor 4 0 34 3 
H. Mansell 3 0 28 0 



Innings of Hurley 
 
N. Fernando Run Out  9 
D. Wright  b. Adams 17 
D. Coats c. b. Adams 4 
Steve Taylor  b. Vineet 29 
P. Hunjan  b. Irfan 47 
M. Allen Not out  4 
C. Williams  b. Vineet 0 
M. Walton Not out  1 
Scott Taylor dnb   
H. Mansell    
    
  Extras 25 
  Total 136 
  For 6 
 

Result:  Gubbays won by 11 runs (D/L) 
 
Hurley’s final excursion of the season took them to Cavendish Park, Eastcote to take 

on Gubbays CC in a 35 over match.  On finding the greenest wicket since the Hurley 

artificial strip was dug up, Hurley opted to bowl first.  

  

Tight opening spells by Darryn Wright (1-17) and Parvinder Hunjan (1-16) restricted 

the Gubbays openers Patel (82) and Vishal (38) to only twenty-two runs from the 

first nine overs.  Once they had survived the opening attack, the batsmen played 

more freely against the second string bowlers and built an impressive partnership of 

132 in twenty-five overs.  Scott Taylor (3-34) proved to be the key bowler, clean 

bowling Patel with his sixth delivery and following up by trapping Vishal leg before 

with his seventh.  Unfortunately, Taylor failed to become the youngest Hurley player 

to take a hat-trick but struck again in his next over, drawing Vineet (12) down the 

track to be stumped by some distance.  A direct hit by David Coats sent Imran (28) 

back to the pavilion before the young Taylor held a catch at gully off Hunjan to 

dismiss Adams.  Two run outs by Clive Williams in the final over helped restrict the 

hosts to 199 for 8 from their thirty-five overs. 

 

During the tea interval in which an excellent vegetable curry and rice was consumed, 

the rains came down and threatened to put an end to proceedings.  After some 

delay, the weather eased and with both teams keen to get a result, Hurley were set a 

revised target of 148 to win from twenty-five overs.  The visitors sent the big guns 

Darryn Wright and Nally Fernando in at the top of the order to try and get off to a 

good start. The opening pair made eighteen from the first three overs before Wright 

(17) was dismissed trying to pull a delivery from Adams which failed to bounce. 

Fernando (9) soon followed and with Coats only making four, Hurley had slumped to 

38 for 4 after nine overs. Steve Taylor (29) and Hunjan (47) put together a 

partnership of 90 at a run a ball to keep Hurley in the hunt and with three overs to 

go, twenty-four were needed.  Sadly for Hurley, victory was ripped from their grasp 



when Hunjan, Taylor and Clive Williams all fell within seven balls, leaving sixteen 

runs required from the final over which proved to beyond Mark Allen (4*) and Mike 

Walton (1*). 

 
 


